A pre-incubator facility within Europe’s largest faculty of Aerospace Engineering, where student entrepreneurs, researchers and the industry work together to innovate aerospace.
A unique opportunity

- Start your own aerospace business
- Prepare your early-stage business for the incubation phase
- Boost your innovation & enhance your business plan
- Interact with researchers & fellow students
- Connect with international corporates at an early stage

The location

- Situated on the 3 top floors of the faculty building of Aerospace Engineering
- Presenting flexible open working spaces as well as office rooms
- Availability of safe and clean makerspace areas to work on prototypes and mock-ups
- Access to testing resources and manufacturing facilities at the faculty
- A lively community room where students, researchers and corporates can interact

Our offer

- In house coaching and tutoring program
- A community manager with supporting staff
- Regular events, lectures and workshops
- Cooperation with TU’s researchers & technicians
- Interaction with corporates and companies

Access

- Access to most recent aerospace knowledge and state of the art facilities
- Work on new challenges and solutions submitted by faculty researchers
- Engage with topics presented by the aerospace industry
- Piggyback on the internationally renowned reputation and global network of TUD
- Get direct access to international aerospace corporates and companies who support AIH

Application

As a student
Student-entrepreneurs can file their application via:
AE-innovationhub@tudelft.nl

After initial assessment the project idea will be presented to the AIH selection committee. Subsequently with a positive review the student entrepreneur(s) can rent a working space or available office at the AIH

As a company
Representatives from the industry can express their interest by sending an e-mail to:
AE-innovationhub@tudelft.nl

Possibilities range from setting up a representative office within the AIH up to sponsoring an own wing, styled in the own corporate identity.
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